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Abstract—Singing is a popular social activity and a pleasant
way of expressing one’s feelings. One important reason for
unsuccessful singing performance is because the singer fails to
choose a suitable song. In this paper, we propose a novel competence-based song recommendation framework for the purpose
of singing. It is distinguished from most existing music recommendation systems which rely on the computation of listeners’
interests or similarity. We model a singer’s vocal competence as
a singer proﬁle, which takes voice pitch, intensity, and quality
into consideration. Then we propose techniques to acquire singer
proﬁles. We also present a song proﬁle model which is used to
construct a human annotated song database. Then we propose
a learning-to-rank scheme for recommending songs by a singer
proﬁle. Finally, we introduce a reduced singer proﬁle which can
greatly simplify the vocal competence modelling process. The
experimental study on real singers demonstrates the effectiveness
of our approach and its advantages over two baseline methods.
Index Terms— Learning-to-rank, singing competence, song
recommendation.

I. INTRODUCTION

S

INGING is a popular social activity and a good way of expressing one’s feelings. While some people enjoy the experience of rendering a wonderful solo in a karaoke party, many
others are upset by their own singing skill due to an unpleasant
performance in the past. Many times, this is due to a poor choice
of song rather than the singing ability. It is extremely hard for
a girl with a soft voice to sing like Mariah Carey whose songs
require a strong voice to express strong emotions. It is equally
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hard for a bass singer to perform Tristan in tenor. A good performance is only possible if a song is carefully chosen with regard
to the singer’s vocal competence.
However, song recommendation for singers appears to be a
task comprehensible to professionals only. Experienced singing
teachers listen to ﬁnd the advantages in one’s voice and choose
suitable songs matching one’s vocal competence. Typically,
they choose challenging songs in order to distinguish the singer
from others. In other words, they tend to recommend songs
which secure the best singing performance. Such selection is
different from the traditional scenario of song recommendation,
which typically selects songs based on the singer’s interests.
With the development of computational acoustic analysis, it is
possible to study the vocal competence from a singer’s digitized
voice, and then make automatic song recommendation based
on the singer’s “performance caliber”.
In this paper, we report our work on human competence-based song recommendation (CBSR). The main objective
is to computationally simulate the know-how of a singing
teacher–To recommend challenging but manageable songs
according to the singer’s vocal competence. Speciﬁcally,
we develop a system which takes a singer’s digitized voice
recording as the input, and then recommends a list of songs
relying on analysis of the singer’s personal vocal competence
and a subsequent search process in a song database. Although
the general procedures of our approach appear similar to
Music Retrieval By Humming [20], the underlying ideas and
techniques are totally different from it. Our research purpose
is signiﬁcantly different from most existing song retrieval
and recommendation systems, which focus on matching the
listener’s tastes or interests. To the best of our knowledge, it
is the ﬁrst work to study singing-song recommendation using
singer’s own voicing capabilities.
Competence-based song recommendation faces three main
technical challenges:
First, how should the singing competence be modeled? If
we consider the singer’s voicing input as a query, then a next
question would be, what is the query like? As we all know, different people produce different ranges of pitches and intensity
in their singing. Even for the same person, the singing performance may vary signiﬁcantly depending on the pitch and intensity. The competence model and the query method must take
such variations into consideration.
Second, a song database should be constructed. Likewise, we
should ask, what model can be used to represent each song for
the recommendation? Unlike previous work which focuses on
transcription [26], [3], we attempt to discover the voice characteristics of each song, which in turn pose different requirements
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to the singer. For example, some songs must be sung in a soft
voice while some others need to be delivered in a loud one. A
good song model has to capture these features properly.
Third, a search mechanism must be provided for the database
to bridge the gap between the singer’s competence model and
the songs. Meanwhile, a ranking method is needed to provide
relevance-like ordering for the recommended songs.
To solve the ﬁrst challenge, we tackle it by proposing a novel
singing competence model which is instantiated as a singer profile. To construct a singer proﬁle, we ﬁrst consider an existing
vocal capability model called Vocal Range Proﬁle (VRP), which
has been proposed in the literature of medical acoustics for clinical assessment of voice diagnosis [29], voice treatment [30]
and vocal training [31]. Speciﬁcally, the VRP of a person is
a two-dimensional bounded area in the (pitch,intensity) space.
For each pitch within the person’s voicing capability, the range
of intensity produced by her/him is depicted. Unfortunately, the
VRP model cannot sufﬁciently describe one’s singing competence. The main reason is that VRP overlooks a singer’s voice
quality, which largely determines how nicely a voice is produced. Our primary observation here is that, due to the fact that
a person has variable performance (quality) when producing
voice at different pitch and intensity, the voice quality for a
person should be deﬁned as a numerical function on the (pitch,
intensity) space. As a result, the singer proﬁle consists of two
components: the singer’s VRP and the respective voice quality
function deﬁned on her/his VRP area.
However, modeling a complete singer proﬁle requires a lot
of recording tasks, we study the relative importance of different
parts of one’s singer proﬁle in recommendation and propose a
reduced singer proﬁle to model one’s singing competence. The
reduced model uses only a small part of VRP to model one’s
vocal competence while not losing much recommendation accuracy. During the reduced VRP recording, we perform a binary
search recording strategy to quickly locate subjects’ singing
limitation and collect the voice samples used for building the
reduced singer proﬁle.
The above competence model (singer proﬁle/reduced singer
proﬁle) creates a new problem–the voice quality function of
a singer is not readily available. In fact, singing voice quality
is an empirical value and its mathematical formulation has
not been adequately studied in the acoustics community. The
only obvious way to acquire a person’s voice quality is manual
annotation on various (pitch, intensity)-pairs. However, manual
annotation at query time is obviously unacceptable. In our
solution, we avoid the mathematical formulation of the voice
quality function. Instead, we “learn” the function from empirical values of the population given by experts. This leads to a
supervised learning method which automatically computes the
voice quality function at query time.
For the second challenge, we introduce the notion of song
profile. Like a singer proﬁle, each song proﬁle in the database
must also be annotated by the pitches of its notes and their respective intensities. While the pitches of a song are typically
available, the intensity of each note cannot be easily acquired.
To the best of our knowledge, extracting the singing intensity
from polyphonic songs still remains an unexplored problem. We
employ a number of professionals to annotate each song with a
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piecewise intensity sequence using a software tool. This process
is feasible as it can be done during an ofﬂine phase.
The third challenge can seemingly be solved with a naive
approach–that is to recommend songs whose pitch and intensity
ranges are completely contained in one’s vocal range with good
quality. However, this approach tends to prioritize only “easy”
songs and therefore contradict our motivation. In contrast, we
propose a competence-based song ranking scheme to rank songs
in the database for the singers. These criteria include the pitch
and intensity. Nevertheless, it is possible to extend the scheme
by adding other criteria. In our scheme, we extract features from
singer and song proﬁles as well as the respective rankings of
experts to train a Listnet model. This model is cross-validated
on our datasets
Our main contributions are summarized as follows.
1) We propose a novel competence-based song recommendation framework.
2) We present a singer proﬁle to model singing competence.
We illustrate the process of generating singer proﬁles.
3) We study the importance of singer proﬁle areas and present
a reduced singer proﬁle to simplify the modeling process
of one’s vocal competence.
4) We also present the song proﬁle and describe the method
of generating the respective song proﬁle from a database.
5) The song recommendation is implemented using a multiple
criteria learning-to-rank scheme.
6) Our experiments on a group of users show promising results of the proposed framework.
The rest of our work is organized as follows: Section II introduces the related work. Section III conducts an overview
of the framework. Section IV, V presents the singer proﬁle,
song proﬁle models and the techniques to acquire these proﬁles. Section VI describes the learning-to-rank recommendation
scheme. Section VII presents the reduced singer proﬁle modeling techniques. The experiments are detailed in Section VIII.
Finally, Section IX concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
In this section, we shall discuss the related work in the literature and introduce some important concepts. We will look at
previous studies in vocal range proﬁle, voice quality, and song
recommendation.
A. Vocal Range Profile
As shown in Fig. 1, a vocal range profile (VRP), also called
phonetogram, is a two-dimensional map in the pitch-intensity
space (in acoustic terms, it is also called the frequency-amplitude space), where each point represents the phonation of a
human being. This map depicts all possible (pitch, intensity)pairs that one can produce. The projection of a VRP map on the
pitch axis, which deﬁnes the range of pitches that one can ever
produce, is called the pitch range. Speciﬁcally, the VRP characterizes one’s voicing capability by deﬁning the maximum and
minimum vocal intensity at each pitch value across the entire
pitch range.
The concept of VRP was ﬁrst introduced by Wolf et al.[1]
in 1935. Since then, VRP has been widely applied in objective
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and expert knowledge of singing voice quality is very different
from the previous study.
C. Song Recommendation

Fig. 1. Vocal range proﬁle (VRP) of a singer.

clinical voice diagnosis and singer’s vocal training. Many papers [4], [2] have studied the variation of VRP with regard to
gender, age, voice training and so forth. It has been found that
the VRPs of different people usually differ signiﬁcantly. Therefore, it can be used as a voice signature for human being.
The recording process of VRP has been standardized and recommended by the Union of European Phoniatricians [5]. To
describe it simply, the process requires the singer to traverse
each pitch in her/his pitch range from the loudest to the softest
through voicing vowel /a/. In our work, we employ a similar
process to acquire each singer’s VRP. The result is used as a
basis for computing one’s singer proﬁle.
B. Voice Quality
The technique of objective voice quality measurement has
been widely used in voice illness diagnosis. Such techniques
usually extract sound sampling features to represent voice characteristics, for example period perturbation, amplitude perturbation etc. In the ﬁeld of vocal music, there are other measures that describe the voice quality of sounds. For example,
singing power ratio [6] is deﬁned based on the spectral analysis
of voice samples. This measure differs a lot between trained
and untrained singers. The other similar examples include tilt
[18], and ltasSlope [8]. The last two are meant to discover the
singer’s singing talent [6]. The above mentioned measures reveal many characteristics of the voice. However, these measures
cannot adequately solve our problem, which requires a detailed
voice quality evaluation on a singer’s VRP map.
As described in the previous subsection, VRP describes the
singer’s voicing area in the pitch-intensity space. Some previous
studies on proprietary voice quality measures reveal that each
measure may vary signiﬁcantly across VRP area. [9]evaluates
quality parameters such as jitter, shimmer, and crest factor over
VRP, and ﬁnds that each of these quantities differs signiﬁcantly
across VRP. Another work in [28]analyzes the distribution of
three separate acoustic voice quality parameters on VRP, and
has reached a similar conclusion. In our work, we do not evaluate each single parameter. Instead, we model the voice quality
as an overall function on VRP.
One study worth mentioning is [12], which incorporates the
knowledge of voice diagnosis experts to train a linear model,
and then predicts the overall voice quality of a patient for clinical voice diagnosis. Our method for computing voice quality on
VRP area is motivated by this work. But our underlying problem

Traditional song/music recommendation focuses on recommending songs by user’s listening interests. The earlier studies
such as [13], [7], [10] explore techniques in the domain of
content based song recommendation. These techniques aim at
discovering user’s favorite music in terms of music content
similarity such as moods and rhythms. However, this kind
of methods has its limitation because typically the low-level
features cannot fully represent the user’s interests. A more
effective way is to employ the so-called collaborative methods
[14], [11], [17], [25] which recommend songs among a group
of users who have similar interests.
Our work is different from the above studies as it recommends songs by singer’s performance needs rather than
interests. It also differs from post-singing performance appraisal [32] which requires singing to be performed in the ﬁrst
place. In our preliminary studies [21], [22], we formulated the
scientiﬁc problem of competence-based song recommendation, proposing a novel solution and demonstrated a system
for karaoke song recommendation. However, the proposed
singing competence model requires too many expensive
human recordings and is very complex to model. This paper
extends [22] by introducing a simpliﬁed singing competence
model, called reduced singer profile. This model can reduce
half of the recording task while not losing much accuracy in
recommendation.
Recently, we have presented a song recommendation framework for a social singing community [23]. It recommends songs
for singing through a set of pre-built difﬁculty orderings. The
difﬁculty ordering between two songs indicates their relative
ease in terms of rendering a good performance. However, the
used difﬁculty orderings may not ﬁt everybody. In this work,
we build an accurate individual singing model for each singer.
The recommendation result is therefore more reliable.
III. OVERVIEW OF CBSR FRAMEWORK
As Fig. 2 shows, our competence-based song recommendation framework works in two phases, namely training phase and
testing phase. During the training phase, we employ a group of
singers as the subjects and a number of music experts to train
a competence-based ranking function. The main procedures of
training phase are listed as follows.
1) Data Preparation: We ﬁrst record the voice of a group of
singers, and generate the VRP for each singer. Meanwhile,
a song database is annotated with pitch and intensity information by a few vocal music experts.
2) Singer Profile Generation: Each singer’s voice is used to
construct a singer proﬁle which depicts (i) the singer’s
vocal area by a VRP and (ii) the singer’s competence by
a voice quality function on her/his VRP.
3) Song Profile Generation: The song database together
with its annotated data are used to generate song proﬁles,
which contain its note distribution and other statistical
information.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the competence-based song recommendation framework.

4) Construction of the Ranking Dataset: Each training subject is asked to sing a number of songs in the song database in front of the vocal music experts. The latter will
rate the song with a score for the subject. The (i) singer
proﬁles, (ii) song proﬁles in the database, and (iii) the rankings given by the experts, comprise the ranking dataset.
5) Learning the Ranking Function: We extract features from
the ranking dataset. These features are fed into a listwise
learning-to-rank algorithm called Listnet to learn the
ranking function.
In the testing phase, (1’) a subject is asked to record voices
for singer proﬁle generation. After (2’) extracting features from
the tester subject’s singer proﬁle and the song proﬁles in the
database, we can (3’) make recommendation using the ranking
function learnt from the training phase.
Our main technical contributions focus on procedure 2, 3,
and 5. We will give the details of the other procedures in the
experimental study.
IV. SINGER PROFILES
In this section, we ﬁrst propose a vocal competence model
called the singer proﬁle. Then we detail the process of generating a singer proﬁle. Finally, we present a simple method for
per-proﬁle analysis, which extracts some important singer proﬁle characteristics.
A. Singer Profile Modeling
In our model, a singer proﬁle contains two components:
(1) VRP of the singer, and (2) a voice quality function deﬁned
over the VRP area. Given the deﬁnition of VRP in Section II-A,
we shall now formulate the deﬁnition of voice quality. If we
consider each (pitch, intensity) point in VRP a vocal point,
denoted by , then voice quality is deﬁned as a function of .
Definition 1: Voice Quality: Given the VRP of a singer, voice
quality is a scalar function
for any vocal point
.
Practically, voice quality indicates a quantity measuring
whether the singing voice at a particular vocal point is
fair-sounding.

Fig. 3. Singer proﬁle. Colors on the surface indicate the voice quality.

Now a singer proﬁle can be deﬁned as a tuple of
, where
is the VRP of the singer and is her/his respective voice quality function. In practice, however, we prefer
a discretized form of singer proﬁle, where all vocal points in a
VRP are enumerated, as being deﬁned in the following:
Definition 2: Singer Profile: A singer proﬁle is a set of tuples,
written as
, where
is a vocal point
that the singer can voice.
Fig. 3 is a schematic diagram of a singer proﬁle. If the VRP
becomes discretized on both pitch and intensity dimensions,
then the total number of vocal points in a VRP will be ﬁnite.
Thus the singer proﬁle will become a ﬁnite array of the tuples.
In our system, we discretize pitches into semitone scale and
intensity into units of 2 dB. This is consistent with most vocal
music requirements. However, it is a trivial task to use ﬁner
scales if necessary.
B. Singer Profile Generation
Generating the singer proﬁle includes two major steps: VRP
generation and voice quality computation. The ﬁrst one is quite
standard and straightforward, but the second is much more
complicated.
1) Step 1: VRP Generation: Before the VRP recording, the
singer has to perform “warm-up” exercises such as singing.
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Then the singer is asked to stand 1 meter away from the microphone and start the recording procedure. The recording procedure requires the singer to vocalise each pitch in her/his pitch
range from the softest intensity to the loudest. Meanwhile, a
singing teacher is present to help the singer locate the pitch and
guide the singer to increment the intensity while keeping the
pitch steady. To help stabilizing the voice, we also provide the
singer real-time visual cue of the singing pitch and intensity.
However, this practice is optional.
For an untrained singer, it is difﬁcult to increase the pitch
by semitones. Therefore, singers are only requested to increase
pitch by the whole tone scale. Actually, by voicing each whole
tone, the neighboring semitones will also be sufﬁciently covered. For each singer, an average number of 24 semitones are
recorded in the recording procedure. Each piece of voicing is
stored in a separate WAV ﬁle. The average time for recording is
around 10 minutes.
Note the above procedure is in fact a sampling process in the
pitch-intensity space, which results in a discrete VRP (with a
number of vocal points). After this, we segment all voice ﬁles
into voice pieces with a time duration of 0.2 second. The reason
for splitting voice into short pieces is that the voice pitch, intensity, and quality can be regarded as invariant in each piece. Thus,
each voice piece ﬁnds its respective (pitch, intensity) value and
gets associated with a vocal point in the VRP. Now the VRP
can be seen as a set of vocal points, each associated with one or
more voice pieces.
2) Step 2: Voice Quality Computation: As mentioned before,
there exists no prior work on the mathematical formulation of
the voice quality function, even though we need the value of
this function on different vocal points. Considering the aggregated voice pieces that we collected for each vocal point in the
previous step, we can take such pieces as input and manually
label them with a quality value. This idea motivates a supervised
learning method to learn a quality evaluation function from empirical voice quality annotation given by the experts. The input
of this function is a voice piece, and the output is the voice
quality of this voice piece (coupled by its respective vocal point,
as each voice piece can be uniquely mapped to a vocal point).
Thus, the quality evaluation function generates in effect a vocal
point sampling for the voice quality function.
Note that the learning technique discussed here is only for
generating intermediate data–the voice quality function. The
reader should differentiate it from the learning-to-rank scheme
proposed in Section VI which is aimed at recommending songs.
In the following, we will ﬁrst present the method of training the
quality evaluation function, and then describe how to utilize it
for voice quality computation (prediction).
C. Supervised Learning
In order to train the quality evaluation function, a number
of vocal music experts are requested to annotate the quality
of voice pieces in each VRP recording using a software tool
called Praat [27]. Each expert listens to the recorded WAV ﬁles
and annotates the voice quality of different parts in each ﬁle
based on the steadiness and clearness of the sound. The possible annotation scores range from 1 to 5 (the lower the better
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TABLE I
VOICE QUALITY RATING CRITERIA

TABLE II
FEATURES FOR VOICE QUALITY EVALUATION

quality). Table I shows some criteria for voice quality rating in
each grade. After an entire ﬁle becomes annotated, it will be
split into voice pieces for training.
The quality evaluation function is trained as follows. First
several acoustic features are extracted for each voice piece.
Table II shows these features classiﬁed in four categories.
• The pitch related features describe the global pitch level
change of the voice piece.
• The frequency and amplitude perturbation features reﬂect
local period’s pitch perturbation and local period’s amplitude perturbation within one voice piece respectively.
These two classes of features indicate the sound WAV form
variation with respect to pitch and intensity.
• The spectrum related features are those deﬁned on spectral
analysis results and reﬂect the energy of sound along the
frequency. For example, the hoarseness of the voice can
be measured by HNR and NHR.
Second, we use the linear regression model to learn the
quality evaluation function.
D. Voice Quality Prediction
The above trained linear regression model can be used for
computing the voice quality of a new recorded VRP. We ﬁrst
split the testing sound ﬁle into voice pieces as what we did for
the training phase. Each voice piece is mapped to a vocal point
. Meanwhile, the voice piece is fed into the regression model
to obtain a voice quality value. Note that there could be multiple
voice pieces being mapped to the same vocal point. In such case,
the multiple predicted values will be averaged to give the ﬁnal
voice quality value for .
E. Singer Profile Analysis
computed from the above method conA singer proﬁle
sists a list of tuples
, where each
indicates a
vocal point,
indicates its respective voice quality. Suppose
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the pitch range of
is
, we can perform a simple proﬁle partitioning algorithm described as following: (1) First, the
vocal points whose
are marked as good points and those
whose
are marked as bad ones. is an empirically determined threshold for the voice quality evaluation. (2) Second,
we look at all good points for a pitch
. The one with
the maximum intensity is denoted by
, and the one with
the minimum intensity is denoted by
. Then, vocal points
on whose intensity lie between the maximum and minimum
are all marked as good ones. It is easy to see that the rest vocal
points on are all bad ones.
The output of the above partitioning algorithm will be used to
derive some characteristics of a singer proﬁle. These characteristics are important for understanding the singer’s competence
and learning the recommendation function in Section VI.
We ﬁrst deﬁne the controllable and uncontrollable areas for a
singer proﬁle.
Definition 3: Controllable Area and Uncontrollable Area:
The controllable area of a singer proﬁle is the VRP region comprised of all good vocal points; while the uncontrollable area is
the region made up of all bad vocal points.
This deﬁnition is consistent with the fact that a singer performs good quality when the vocal point is under her/his control. A typical controllable area is a continuous region inside the
VRP. This is reasonable because the voice quality produced by
human vocal cords is continuous. The boundary vocal points in
VRP are always voiced in one’s extreme condition (e.g. highest
possible pitch, strongest possible intensity), and therefore uncontrollable.
The controllable area deserves particular attention. When we
look at the few leftmost or rightmost pitches of the controllable
area, we ﬁnd that these “pitch edges” have strong implication
for singing performance. Many people feel uneasy when singing
notes in these edges, as they feel themselves to be close to extreme voicing positions. However, they can actually ﬁnish a performance successfully if the song is retained within the controllable boundary. Therefore, we shall further split the controllable
area into two, namely the challenging area and well-performed
area.
Definition 4: Challenging Area and Well-Performed Area:
Given a singer proﬁle, the challenging area is a subset of the
controllable area, whose vocal points lie on either the leftmost semitones or the rightmost semitones of the controllable
area, where is an empirical number. The well-performed area
is deﬁned as the complement of the challenging area in the controllable area, or (controllable area–challenging area).
In our implementation,
. Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram of the deﬁned areas. The challenging area indicates the
“boundary pitches” which could be challenging but manageable for the singer. In contrast, the well-performed area contains
vocal points which even an untrained singer would conﬁdently
produce.
V. SONG PROFILES
In our solution to competence-based song recommendation,
the pitch and intensity information of voices made by each
singer is taken as input to generate a singer proﬁle. Similarly,
we need to build song proﬁles that contain singing pitch and
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Fig. 4. Singer proﬁle partitioning.

intensity information in order to retrieve suitable singing songs
for the singer. In this section, we ﬁrst present the model for song
proﬁle and then describe the song proﬁle acquisition process.
A. Song Profile Modeling
In our model, each song in the database contains a list of
notes. Each note is a tuple in the form of
,
,
, where
indicates the temporal length of
the note,
is the singing intensity of the note. Each
(
,
) pair deﬁnes a
. In other words, notes
with the same (pitch, intensity) pair are regarded as having the
same
. For each song, we count the numbers of occurrences
and aggregate the durations by terms. This results in the following deﬁnition of song proﬁle:
Definition 5: Song Profile: Song proﬁle is a list of
term-related quadruples as
,
,
,
, where
is the number
of occurrences of the term and
is the aggregated
(sum) duration of the term.
It should be noted that each term actually determines a (pitch,
intensity) pair. Therefore, the song recommendation problem is
transformed to that of matching the singer proﬁle to the set of
terms.
B. Song Profile Acquisition
Obtaining the proﬁle of a song mainly involves two steps:
(i) to acquire the singing melody and then (ii) to obtain the
singing intensity for each note. As state-of-the-art techniques
in music transcription cannot accurately extract the singing
melody from a polyphonic song, we choose to rely on the
MIDI databases available online. A typical MIDI ﬁle contains
not only the singing melody but also its accompaniment. Most
melodies in MIDI ﬁles are not on the same tune with the
ground-truth music scores. We perform a cleaning procedure
to extract only the singing melody from a MIDI ﬁle. Then
we compare some pitch characteristics (e.g. lowest/highest
pitch, starting pitch etc.) of the melody against ground-truth
numerical musical notation to diminish the differences in their
tunes.
The singing intensity data has to be annotated manually
by professionals. Each expert listens to the original song and
annotates a piecewise intensity sequence using the graphical
interface provided by the Cubase 5 software. The software
allows one to easily annotate the intensity sequence by
drawing a few lines aside the notes. Given a song melody
with a note sequence in the form of
,
,
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,

,
,
,
,
, its respective piecewise intensity sequence
is
,
,
,
,
,
,
, where
indicates the
number of notes that each piece of intensity covers. These
intensity values are stored in the “velocity” attribute of the
MIDI ﬁle and can be extracted later for constructing the song
proﬁle. The intensity values annotated by multiple experts
can be averaged to give the ﬁnal intensity value. Due to the
simplicity of the process, the labor cost of the ofﬂine manual
annotation in song proﬁle acquisition is limited.
,

VI. COMPETENCE-BASED SONG RANKING
We apply Listnet, a listwise learning-to-rank approach, to
learn our competence-based song ranker. In this section, we ﬁrst
present the Listnet-based learning method. Then we describe the
features to be used in learning.
A. Listwise Approach
In the song ranking problem we treat a singer proﬁle as a
query, and song proﬁles as documents. Our aim is to learn a
ranking function which takes feature vector deﬁned on each
singer proﬁle, song proﬁle pair as input and as parameter,
and produces ranking scores of the songs. The target can be
written in the form
(1)
The goal of the learning task is to ﬁnd a function
mizes the following loss function:

that mini-

(2)
where is the number of singer proﬁles in the training set,
is the human annotated relevance scores for each song proﬁle
with the -th singer proﬁle,
is the feature vector for the -th
singer proﬁle.
We decide to learn the target function employing a listwise
approach. In a listwise approach, the feature vector is extracted
from all possible pairs (cross-product) of singer proﬁles and
song proﬁles. In addition, each feature vector is annotated with
a human relevance judgement. The feature vector and its corresponding relevance annotation are considered as a learning instance in the loss function. Compared to pointwise or pairwise
approaches, the listwise approach acquires higher ranking accuracy in the top ranked results according to [15], as the latter
minimizes the loss of the ranking list directly.
In our solution, we employ the Listnet as the learning method.
It maps each possible list of scores to a probability permutation
distribution and uses the cross entropy between these probability distributions as the metric. Thus, the loss function is given
by
(3)
where
tion, and

;
is the ranking funcis the feature vector extracted from the -th singer

where
is the number of
and the -th song (
is the
songs relevant to the -th singer);
corresponding human annotated relevance score vector, where
is the score of the -th song for the -th singer; indicates
all possible permutations of relevant songs for -th singer; is
the permutation probability distribution given by
(4)
We use linear neural network as the ranking function
rameter is calculated using gradient descent.

. Pa-

B. Competence Feature Extraction
Now we shall describe the ranking features [i.e., components
in (3)], which are extracted from each singer proﬁle,
of
song proﬁle pair. Speciﬁcally, these features capture a song’s
term distribution on various characteristic areas of a singer proﬁle. (See Section V-A for deﬁnition of
.) As discussed in
Section IV-C, each singer proﬁle can be partitioned in 2D into
three areas known as the uncontrollable area, the challenging
area and the well-performed area. In addition, we can deﬁne
the 2D area outside the VRP as the silent area.
Given a
singer proﬁle, song proﬁle
pair, for any area
in the singer proﬁle, suppose
are the song terms appearing in , and their
and
in
are denoted by
and
respectively, then the features on this
area are deﬁned as follows.
1) Total TF: This feature is deﬁned as
.
2) Total TF-IDF: Analogous to terms in documents, song
terms widely available in different song proﬁles are less
important in distinguishing different songs. For those terms
with high/low pitch or loud/soft intensity, they are more
important in representing the uniqueness of the song. Thus
we compute the TF-IDF value of all terms in the song proﬁle database. If we denote the TF-IDF of
in the current song by
, then the Total TF-IDF of area is
deﬁned as
.
3) Total TF-IVQ (Inverse Voice Quality): The voice quality of
different areas are different. If many song terms are located
in the uncontrollable or silent areas, it most probably will
be a disaster for the singer to sing that song. Thus, we
incorporate the voice quality into the feature deﬁnition.
The voice quality is ﬁrstly averaged on the entire area of
and then inverted (as lower value indicates higher quality).
Therefore, the Total TF-IVQ is deﬁned as
,
where
is the average voice quality in area .
4) Total Duration: Duration is an important factor affecting
the singing performance, especially for the challenging
area. Singing a term for a long time in challenging or uncontrollable areas is apparently difﬁcult. Thus, we deﬁne
the Total Duration as
.
5) Total TF-IDF Duration: The duration of each term is also
affected by the term importance. The effect of the duration
of less important terms should be decreased. So we deﬁne
this feature as
.
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TABLE III
RANKING FEATURES (C-Area: Challenging Area; W-Area: Well-Performed
Area; U-Area: Uncontrollable Area; S-Area: Silent Area)

where
is a value of ,
is a prior probability for the
value of . If we observe the value of variable , the entropy
of
is deﬁned as

(6)
where
is the posterior probability of
given the
value . The decrease of ‘s entropy knowing the value of
is deﬁned as information gain.
6) Total Duration-IVQ: The effect of the duration of each
term is also affected by the voice quality in the area. Therefore we deﬁne the Total Duration-IVQ as
.
The above six features are deﬁned in all four areas, except the
two voice quality-related ones (Total TF-IVQ and Total Duration-IVQ) for the silent area. These two are undeﬁned as their
voice quality is unavailable. Table III shows all the deﬁned 22
features for each area.
VII. REDUCED SINGER PROFILE
Because singer proﬁle models all the vocal points one can
produce, it requires each subject to sing an average of 23 pitches.
For an untrained singer, recording each pitch is expensive and
time-consuming. The singing teacher has to sing the pitch for
many times in order to help the subject ﬁnd the right pitch
to sing. In this section, we introduce a reduced singer proﬁle
to model user’s vocal competence. This model requires lesser
human recordings while not losing much recommendation accuracy. The reduced singer proﬁle is a simpliﬁed version of singer
proﬁle by ignoring less important singer proﬁle areas. This section presents our method for constructing the reduced singer
proﬁle.
A. Singer Profile Area Importance
In the Listnet ranking, the recommendation result is affected
by the features (see Table III) derived from the notes distribution
over different singer proﬁle areas. We analyse the importance of
a singer proﬁle area by studying the importance of the features
in a singer proﬁle area.
First of all, we will introduce how to determine the importance of a feature. Suppose
is a feature
vector extracted from a user’s singer proﬁle and a song’s song
proﬁle where
is a variable represents a competence feature.
is a variable represents the rating indicating whether the song
is ﬁt for the user. We estimate a competence feature’s importance by measuring the correlation between the feature
and
the rating . We use information gain[34] to measure the correlation between the two variables. We use information entropy to
measure the uncertainty of a random variable. The information
gain measures the decrease of a variable’s entropy knowing the
value of another variable. The entropy of
is deﬁned as
(5)

(7)
is bigger than
, this means
Therefore, if
is more correlated with than . It reﬂects feature
is
more important than feature
.
Now comes the estimation of the importance of a singer proﬁle area. Because each singer proﬁle area has six features, each
feature has a correlation value with the rating. We measure the
importance of a singer proﬁle area by averaging the correlation
values of the six features in that singer proﬁle area. The bigger
the mean correlation value is, the more important the singer proﬁle area will be in recommendation.
Knowing the importance of the singer proﬁle area in recommendation, we can simplify the singer proﬁle model by only
keeping the most important part. The analysis result in the experiment part (Section VIII-D3) shows the uncontrollable area
is the most important within the three singer proﬁle area. We
will model the reduced singer proﬁle only on the uncontrollable
area.
B. Reduced Singer Profile Modeling
In this section, we deﬁne the reduced singer proﬁle. Reduced
singer proﬁle ignores the controllable area in a singer proﬁle.
The reduction is based on the fact that the voice quality function
is convex. This is determined by the physical structure of our
vocal cords. People can vocalise continuous pitches within a
ﬁxed range of intensity. The voice quality in each singer proﬁle
area is similar. First of all, we deﬁne the reduced VRP.
Definition 6: Reduced VRP: Given a VRP, its reduced VRP
is made up by the pitches whose vocal points are all located in
the uncontrollable area.
Practically, these pitches are located in the leftmost and the
rightmost part of the VRP area. In the reduced VRP recording,
we only need to traverse the pitches in one’s singing limitation. Because the number of pitches to be recorded varies
from people, we set to record the leftmost and rightmost
pitches(semitones) empirically so as to cover the uncontrollable
area of majority users according to the analysis of the current
VRPs. Here
and
Now we can deﬁne the reduced version of singer proﬁle.
Definition 7: Reduced Singer Profile A reduced singer proﬁle
is a set of 2-tuples, written as
, where
is a vocal point that the singer can voice.
C. Reduced Singer Profile Generation
Comparing with the singer proﬁle generation, the difference of the reduced singer proﬁle generation lies in the VRP
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recording. We perform a reduced VRP recording strategy
to reduce the number of pitches to record. The generation
process can be divided into reduced VRP recording and model
generation.
1) Reduced VRP Recording: In VRP recording, each pitch
is an indivisible recording task. Once the singing teacher gives
a pitch, the subject will voice the pitch from the softest to the
loudest. For reduced VRP recording, we only need to record
pitches near one’s singing limitation. The biggest challenge is
how to ﬁnd subjects’ pitch limitation in the low and high register. We will describe the VRP recording strategy for the low
register in detail, the high register will be similar.
There is a straightforward way of recording, we called it
Naive search Recording Strategy (NRS). Firstly, we ﬁnd an
empirical pitch that most people’s lowest pitches will not higher
than it. The subject will sing each pitch down until reaching
the lowest pitch. However, people’s lowest pitches vary from
each other. By applying this strategy, some subjects with very
low pitch boundaries in their low register sing too many pitches
for generating the uncontrollable area, while some subjects’
recording pitches are not enough.
Here we introduce a Binary search Recording Strategy
(BRS) which ﬁrstly locates the singing pitch boundary of the
subjects and then records and pitches approaching the two
pitch boundaries respectively. Suppose is a list stores all the
pitches in music score with increasing order in frequency. We
set an empirical pitch range from
to
which
most people’s lowest pitches will locate in this pitch range.
The lowest pitch localization is described as follows. Begin
from the pitch range
to
, the subject is asked to
sing the pitch in the middle of the range. If the subject can sing
the middle one, check the pitch range from
to the middle
one using the same strategy. If the subject cannot sing the middle
one, check the pitch range from the middle one to
using
the same strategy. Iterating until range’s begin index and end
index satisfy
.
is subject’s lowest pitch.
After ﬁnding one’s lowest pitch, the subject is asked to sing
pitches higher than the lowest pitch if they were not sung during
the localization process.
The recording process for high register is similar. The above
recording process can effectively reduce the number of pitches
to sing. Many pitches that belong to the uncontrollable area will
also be sung in the lowest/highest pitch localization.
2) Model Generation: The reduced singer proﬁle generation is quite similar to the singer proﬁle generation. Firstly, the
recording samples will be cut into voice pieces and generate the
reduced VRP. Then we use the same voice quality evaluation
function learned in Section IV-B2 to calculate the voice quality
of each vocal point. Because there is only uncontrollable area
in the reduced singer proﬁle, there is no need for singer proﬁle
partition.
VIII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we report the experiment setup and results.
We ﬁrst introduce the datasets being used in the experiments.
Then we describe the baseline methods which we compare with.
We also introduce the metrics which guide the evaluation of

the results. Finally, the experimental results are presented and
analyzed.
A. The Datasets
1) Singer Profile Dataset: For VRP recording, we recruited
90 volunteers including 45 males (mean age = 25) and 45
females (mean age = 21), with ages varying from 18 to 54.
Each singer’s VRP is recorded using Audition V3.0. We choose
Rode M3 as the recording microphone and M-AUDIO MobilePre USB as the audio card. Before recording, each singer
is requested to climb the music scale to “warm-up” their voice.
During the recording, a vocal music teacher helps the singers
locate their pitch and guide the singer to adjust the singing
intensity.
In order to build training dataset for the quality evaluation function, three experienced singing teachers (with
years’ experience) are invited to evaluate the voice quality of
the recording and annotate different parts of the WAV ﬁles
using Praat. We provide part recording ﬁles of the subjects
(20 females and 35 males) to the teachers for voice quality
annotation. These ﬁles are then split into 6498 female and
17144 male voice pieces with human annotated voice qualities
as the training data for two quality evaluation functions, one for
women and the other for men.
2) Song Profile Dataset: We have collected 200 songs (100
for male, 100 for female) as the training dataset. All singing
melodies are calibrated according to their original music scores,
and the singing intensity values are annotated by the singing
teachers.
3) Ranking Dataset: In order to train the Listnet for song recommendation, we need a ranking dataset which contains manually annotated relevance scores for each singer proﬁle, song
proﬁle pair.
For building the ranking dataset, we divided the 100 male
and female midi songs into 5 subsets respectively. The songs in
each subset cover different pitch range and intensities to avoid
data skew. We divide the 45 male subjects into 5 groups for
5-fold cross validation, and ensure that their singer proﬁles are
as equally distributed as possible. Each singer is asked to sing
some part of the 20 songs in one of the 5 subsets, in front of the
3 singing teachers. Subsequently, the singer teachers choose 1
out of 5 relevance labels, namely challenging, normal, easy, difficult, nightmare. A total number of 900 singing performances
will be scored for male and female respectively.
Our datasets are relatively small-scale due to resource
constraints. However, we have observed sufﬁcient variations
among the singers and songs. Although adding new subjects
and data will for sure improve the work, we believe that research on the current datasets can already lead to interesting
ﬁndings.
B. Baseline Methods
We compare CBSR against two baseline methods.
1) Pitch Boundary Ranking Method (PB): PB ranking
method is the most intuitive way of singing song recommendation–the one that we challenge in Section I. This method only
uses singer’s pitch range of good quality corresponding to the
well-performed area in VRP. In this method, we regard each
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TABLE IV
PEARSON CORRELATION

vocal point to be a single dimensional point on the pitch-axis.
This is equivalent to projecting the VRP onto the pitch-axis.
The voice quality of each 1D vocal point is deﬁned as the average of those 2D points on the same pitch. As a result, we can
split the 1D pitch range to obtain controllable/uncontrollable
areas, challenging area, and well-performed area. We also use
the Listnet to train a ranking function. The ranking features
are deﬁned for notes within or outside the well-performed area
on 1D pitch range. These features are Total TF, Total TF-IDF,
Total Duration and Total TF-IDF Duration.
2) CBSR Using Reduced Singer Profile (CBSR-Reduced):
CBSR-reduced ranking method uses reduced singer proﬁle to
model singer’s vocal competence. This method only uses the
uncontrollable area and silent area to do the recommendation.
We use Listnet to train the ranking function. We use the 10
ranking features deﬁned upon uncontrollable and silent area in
CBSR as the features for CBSR-reduced.
C. Evaluation Metric
For the quality evaluation function, we use the Pearson Correlation Coefﬁcient ( ) as the metric measuring the distance between the human annotated voice quality score and the predicted
voice quality. This metric evaluates the linear dependence between two variables.
For the competence-based song recommendation, we adopt
the Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) [33] as
our metric for the ranking result. NDCG is for measuring the
ranking accuracy which has more than two relevance levels.
D. Experimental Results
We ﬁrst report the results of the voice quality computation.
Next, we compare the ranking accuracy of our CBSR framework against the two baseline methods. Finally, the real recommendation results for singers are demonstrated.
1) Results of Voice Quality Computation: Note that voice
quality is computed by learning the quality evaluation function.
We learn the linear regression model on male-only (35 men),
female-only (20 women) and hybrid (55 people) datasets. Each
dataset is randomly split into 5 parts, and then go through 5-fold
cross validation. In each trial, four folds are used for training and
one remaining fold for testing. We apply principle component
analysis (PCA) to conduct feature selection before learning and
testing. The Pearson correlations of the predicted voice quality
and human-annotated voice quality are illustrated in Table IV.
The Mean and STD are the average and the standard deviation
of the Pearson correlation value calculated from the ﬁve trials.
The above result shows large correlation of the predicted
voice quality and human annotated voice quality. The male
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dataset achieves 0.7281 and the hybrid one gives 0.7115. However, the correlation value of Female is lower (0.5565). This is
most probably due to the shortage of the female training data.
The second ﬁnding is that PCA does not improve the voice
quality prediction.
2) Singer Profile Demonstration: After learning the quality
evaluation function, we are able to generate the singer proﬁle
for each subject. Fig. 5 demonstrates six subjects’ singer proﬁles (3 male and 3 female), with the color of each vocal point
showing its voice quality. These singer proﬁles clearly illustrate
the different vocal competences of the subjects.
The proﬁles demonstrate strong correlation between pitch
and intensity. With the increase of the pitch, the intensity also
becomes higher. The only exception is Fig. 5(f) where the
intensity does not increase by pitch in the right part of singer
proﬁle. This is because the subject changes from the modal
register to the falsetto register (false voice). As an untrained
singer, she cannot produce very loud voices in false voice.
Fig. 5(a) shows a bass who can perform the low pitch with a
rich voice.
The voice quality of these proﬁles indicate that lower pitch or
intensity are more likely to be of bad quality, while high intensity may lead to better quality. This is because in VRP recording,
many subjects tend to produce soft voice, no matter whether the
voice quality is good or not. When they produce louder voice,
some of the subjects are likely to stop voicing when reaching
their uncontrollable areas.
Fig. 5 also show clear indication of areas. The dark green
and blue pixels indicate the uncontrollable area, while the light
green to the yellow ones indicate the challenging area for the
singer. The different areas show obvious aggregation of vocal
points with similar colors, thus conﬁrming the effectiveness of
our singer proﬁle partitioning method.
3) Area Importance Analysis: Table V demonstrates the importance of the three singer proﬁle areas and the silent area with
the human rating. From the mean correlation of each area, we
can see that the features deﬁned on the silent area which is the
area outside one’s singer proﬁle acquire the highest correlation
with the relevance rating. This ﬁnding reveals that the number
of notes in silent area is an effective indicator for competence
based relevance judgement. This is because if there are many
notes in the silent area (area outside subject’s VRP), the song
will be hard for the singer to sing. For the three singer proﬁle
areas, we ﬁnd the uncontrollable area is more important than
well-performed area and challenging area. This is because songs
with many notes located in the uncontrollable area will also be
hard to perform well. The above ﬁnding provides some evidence
for why we deﬁne the reduced singer proﬁle using the uncontrollable area.
4) Binary Search Recording Strategy: Because we have all
the subjects’ complete VRP data, we can simulate the reduced
VRP recording process using binary search recording strategy
and count the number of each subject’s pitches (semitones) to
record.
According to our data, Table VI shows the range for most
subjects’ singing pitch limitations. For example, male’s lowest
singing pitch will be located in the range from 73.4 Hz to
155.5 Hz.
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Fig. 5. Singer proﬁles of subjects. (a) Male-bass. (b) Male-baritone. (c) Male-tenor. (d) Female-bass. (e) Female-baritone. (f) Female-tenor.

TABLE V
SINGER PROFILE AREA IMPORTANCE

TABLE VI
PITCH LIMITATION

TABLE VII
NUMBER OF PITCHES TO RECORD

Then we apply the binary search recording strategy during the
reduced VRP recording for each subject. We compare the binary
search recording strategy (BSR) with the naive search recording
strategy (NRS) described in Section VII-C on the number of
recording pitches. Table VII is the mean number of pitches requires to record for each subject. For the 6 pitch recording tasks
in the low register, BRS requires to record a mean of 7.02 pitches
and 7.05 pitches for male and female respectively. NRS requires

to record a mean of 8.3 and 8.1 pitches for male and female respectively. For the 3 pitch recording tasks in the high register,
the advantage is more obvious. BRS requires to record 3.8 and 4
pitches while NRS requires 7.6 and 10.1 pitches for male and female respectively. The column “Locate” in Table VII represents
the mean number of pitch needed to sing for locating the pitch
boundary. The results proves the effective of the binary search
recording strategy in reducing the workload of the reduced VRP
recording.
We also count the mean number of pitches for getting each
complete singer proﬁle. The number of pitches is 23.04 and
23.35 for male and female respectively. For reduced VRP
recording using BRS, we only need to record a mean of 11.2
and 11.4 pitces for each male and female’s VRP respectively.
This shows that the reduced VRP recording reduces 50% of the
recording task comparing with the original VRP recording.
5) Ranking Accuracy: To study the ranking accuracy, we divide the male and female ranking datasets into ﬁve subsets for
cross validation. In each trial, four subsets are used for training,
and one for testing. The NDCG@n results reported are all averaged from the 5-fold cross validation.
Fig. 6 shows the ranking accuracy measured from NDCG@n
on male and female ranking datasets. Apparently, CBSR outperforms the two baseline methods. CBSR outperforms PB by
an average of 37% and 22% on male and female dataset respectively. This indicates the effect of the uncontrollable area and the
voice quality which PB ignores in recommendation. CBSR-reduced which uses reduced singer proﬁle is only 6% and 5%
worse than CBSR for male and female respectively, while 50%
of the recording task is saved. This shows the reduced singer
proﬁle is effective in modeling singer’s vocal competence.
Fig. 7 is the correlations between the Listnet loss function and
the measure of NDCG during CBSR’s learning process on male
and female ranking dataset. We can see the learning process converge after about 250 iterations. For CBSR’s converge behavior
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Fig. 6. Ranking accuracy in NDCG@n on male and female ranking datasets. (a) Male. (b) Female.

Fig. 7. Coverage behavior of the listnet on male and female ranking datasets.(a) Male (b) Female.

on both male and female dataset, we ﬁnd the NDCG@5 ﬁrst
increases in the ﬁrst 50 iterations and then decrease until 70 iterations. After that, NDCG@5 increases until the listwise loss
of Listnet reaches its limit.
IX. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we study the novel competence-based song recommendation problem. We modeled singer’s vocal competence
as singer proﬁle which takes voice pitch, intensity, and quality
into account. We proposed a supervised learning method to train
voice quality evaluation function, so that voice quality could
be computed at query time. A reduced version of singer proﬁle is also proposed to reduced the recording task in competence modeling. We also proposed a song model, which enabled
matching with the singers. The proposed models allowed us to
build a learning-to-rank scheme for song recommendation relying on human-annotated ranking datasets. The experiments
demonstrated the effectiveness of our approach and its advantages compared to two baseline methods.
For future work, we plan to study the differences of singer
proﬁle before and after vocal training. For trained singer, the
controllable area will expand while the uncontrollable area will
shrink. By analyzing the singer proﬁle, we can recommend
songs that the subjects can perform well after vocal training.
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